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In the framework of the invariant diagram technique

which arisen at the formulation of the f ie ld theory on the

light front the question about conditions at which the

xelat lv ist ic amplitudes can be expressed through the ware

functions I s investigated. The amplitudes obtained depend

on four- veetor CO , determining the l ight front surface.

The recipe i s formulated of finding such tar values of

foar—- vector Co « at shicb the contribution of diagrams

not expressed through wave functions la minimal* The in-

vestigation carried out i s equivalent to study the depen-

dence of amplitudes of the old«fashloned perturbation

theory in the infinite momentum frame on direction of the

infinite momentum.
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n

Investigation of nuclei in the region of the relat ivis-

t ie nueleoas momenta ( «,** m ) and nuclear reaotions at

high momentum transfer required developing the formalism of

the relat ivist ie wave functions (IT)» which are relativie-

t ieal ly covarlant, admit a probabilistic interpretation,

depend on three- vectors like their nonrelativistie counter-

parts and go over in nonrelativistic limit into the usual

aonreletivistic 17s. In paper by Shapiro £ i l the IPs i s re—

lativist ie coordinate space were considered. The problem of

relativist ic W?s was discussed in paper f 2^ . In paper \з\

the formalism of WFs which have the properties pointed out

above has been developed. In this approach the U s are non-

equal- tJLse lock components of the state vector in the

invariant Schrodinger representation (IScSR) on the surface

of a light wave front **>X в О ( Ш i s four- vector on

light cone» U> « ( U) e , uT ) , о Л « О, w . > о).

In order to extract the information of 1? from experi-

mental data i t i s necessary that the processes amplitudes

were expressed through ft? of bound system* For expressing

the amplitudes through the non-equal-tiae WFs the non-equal-

time calculative formalism i s required. Such the formalism

in ISchK has been developed by Eadyshevsky \b] and formu-

lated for the case of light front in paper [57 • I t combines

la i t se l f the positive features of Feynaan diagram technique

(explicit relativist ic inveriance) and of the old fashioned

perturbation theory (possibility to work with the probabi-

l i s t i c interpretated VFs). The unitarity and i asuality in

the-fi«ld theory formulated on the light front was studied
in Eef.



• "However the problem of «xpresslng the relativistic

I amplitudes through IFa la complicated by that la the scat-

tering amplitude on the bound system not only the diagrams

expressed through the bound system WF contribute bat also

the diagrams which In not expressed via Wf . The reason of

this phenomenon which is absent in the nonrelativietic case

• ve «tfiin explain in more detail in Sect. 2. How we note only

tfjat it is connected with follows. Because of the virtual

particles criation the state vectors | in^ and <̂  out |

. whioh give complete description of the interacting particle

) system (e.g., electron and deuteron) contain such Fock

components which can not be expressed via Fock components

of the deuteron state vector. Besides this the amplitudes

depend on the four- vector CO defining the light front

surface, the relative contribution of the diagrams express-

ed and not expressed through WF depending also on Си .

Note that the sane problems take place is the old

fashioned perturbation theory in the infinite momentum

frame (IMF). E.g., the analogue of the dependence on a>

of the ISchB diagrams is dependence of the diagrams of

old fashioned perturbation cheory in IMF on tbe direction

of infinite momentum.

In order to obtain unambiguous expression for the amp-

litudes through WFs it is necessary, firstly, to find the

conditions in which the relative contribution of the diag-

rams not expressed via WFs is ••«»«•»—1 and, secondly, to

fix the W position on the light cone relative to the

momenta of the particles talcing part in a reaction.

The aim of the present paper is to find the method

allowing to obtain unambiguous expressions of the processes

; amplitudes through VFs. Ve shall obtain the recipe of



finding sach values of the few- vector CO (depending on

the type of diagram)» that the contribution of the diagrams

not expressed via VFe will be minimal. Consequently, the

processes amplitudes will be unambiguosly expressed through

the bound svstea WP.

IE 3ect. 2 we reminde the principal properties of non-

eqosJ.-tima WPs, studied in Kef. £jj , and diagram technique

of ISchB. Tie explain the reasons of arising the diagrams

which are not; expressed through W7, and the reasons of appea-

rence the dependence of amplitudes aa four- vector cu ,

Те also illustrate the diagrams properties by examples. In

Sect. 3 we show that the diagram technique la ISchB is inva-

riant formulation of the old fashioned perturbation theory

in IHf (after replacing the variables the expressions for

amplitudes coincide). By this way, all the results obtained

in the present paper apply equally to old fashioned pertur-

bation theory in IMF* Dependence of the amplitudes on CO

means that these amplitudes depend on additicoal invariant

variables. These variables are the scalar products of CO

wltb the four- momenta of the particles paticipating in a

reaction, we introduce these invariant variables and find

their physical region. In Sect. 4 we investigate the singu-

larities of the amplitudes in ISchR. The positions of some

these singularities turned out to depend on the values of

invariant variables connected with U-» «In Sect. 5»

having investigated the character of the amplitudes depen-

dence on the invariant variables connected with CO and

using the information on the position of the singularities

depending on the scalar products of CO with four- momenta

we obtain the recipe of finding such values of these inva-

is equivalent to finding the four- vector to ),



at which the contribution of the diagram! not expressed

through 17a i s гНя-iwi, Section 6 contains concluding re-

marks* I» appendix we study the parametrization of the

ISchR amplitude* off the energy shell.

2» Hela^lviaclc WFs fflfl Щ«»ятат

Let us remind the main results of Ref. [ 3 ] , related

to re lat iv ist ie 97s. Here we consider the WF*s properties

qualitatively*'.

Let УСX*, * * . , £ ) be the two particle Pock component

having sense of the probability amplitude to find the

pax-tides in the system J\ at the points X£ and Х г

at the tine noment £ . I n the system ДУ this IT i s

not equal-tine one. I t describes the particles at the

potats л* t **. «t *be time nonents *"i t ь «. . W

yVxJc ^ '*) which i s equal-tine in system A%

does not coincide with Ц'СХ^ Хг t ) since during the time

i t 3 £%~^£ the particles position i s changed* There-

fore equal-tine WF i s not covariant quantity* r and V'

are not connected fcLnem t i ca l ly . Connection between them

i s dynajoical one and contains the system Hamil-onian.

The covariant quantity i s non-equal-time WF *f4 X^ f

X l ; Д ) , defined on the arbitrary space-like surface.

For the sake of simplicity we shall consider f lat surface

AX = 0 , where A » ( Xo» A ) , A*» 4, Ae> 0 .

Such V? i s transformed kinematisally since in the system ft

i t describes the particles at the same space-time points

as in the system A « The coordinates of these pointyand

' My attention to the qualitative consideration stated
below was drawn by I.S.Shapiro.



the surface position in the systems A and J}' are diffe-

rent, they are connected by a Lorentz transformation.

In the сече of nonrelativistic bound system the partic-

les position during the tine A t s <-г~ * i does not

change considerably. Therefore non-equal-time WVs coincide

in nonrelativistic Uni t with usual equal-tine V?e«

In the momentum space the qualitive aspect of the

problen i s reduced to follows. In nonrelativlstic theory

the deateron momentum P and nacleons momenta ^ and

connected by the equality:

k< + <C - F- со
In relat iv ist ic theory the equality (1) can take place only

in the reference frame, where W? i s equal-time one, since in

any other reference frame we add the particle momenta taking

in the different time moments* Since the deuteron soaentus

i s conserved i t i s clear that for two time moments * ^ and

£ г те have:

In the reference frame, «here k^ я— kx 2 Q, the dsuteron

momentum l e not equal to zero ( рф О ) , and besides the

vector variable Q (relative relativist ic momentum) one

more vector variable p remains. In other words, ia re-

lat iv iat ic deuteron one never can separate the ce&ter»of-

maes variables, while i t can be done in nonrelativistic

theory. The exception i s a system of non-interacting par-

t i c l e s . In this case equality (1} i s satisfied always, be-

cause the momenta k^ are not changed in a time.

Host simple parametrization may be obtained for W? on

the light front ш х = 0 . This 1? i s equal-time in

In reference system where p -+• ее this WP does not



depend an | p"| , bat depend on variable h.
 s
^ 7 » :

t*«P(f,tC>. (2)

Doe to invarianee of non-equal-time WPs the paraaetri-

satioc (2) takes place in any reference system. In addition

in WIr defined an toe light front the vacuum fluctuations do

cot contribute. Namely in this case the concept of WP

acquires the clear sence.

Going over to the four-dimensional notation we note

that not equaled to zero difference of the four- momenta

*l+ ^ 4
 ani

 P (all the four momenta are on the mass

shells) should be proportional to the four- vector A :

к^ + к^-р-Хт (з)
where «C i s scalar parameter. Indeed, Л i s the only

t'ouc- vector characterizing the surface where WP i s defined*

In reference frame, where WP i s equal-time one, we have

X - 0, \ = Л, and we rettm to equality (1) ,

In case of WP defined on the l ight front the equation

(3) acquires the fora:

k* + k* - P + WC (4)

WP depends on 4 four- vectors, connected by the conserva-

tion law (4)s У' с У ( К* ^г» P t^1^» Therefore i t

i s convenient to represent W? graphically in the fors of

the four- point diagram (Pig. 1) and to consider the four-

momentum cu*Cas belonging to the fict:lve particle

(spurion). The WP, as any amplitude of the reaction

1 + 2 —•> 3 + 4, depends on the relative momentum ^ of

the "final" particles (see Pig.1) and en the variable

*\.*L connected with the "scattering angle" ( П. i s the

momentum direction of the "init ial" spurion in c.m.-systee

ef the J? re action"). This parametrization coincides

8



the Eq.(2). In the nonrelativistic Halt the dependence -Q&

Я- disappears.

Let us emphasize that introduction of the spurion does

not aean the presence in the state -vector of unphyaical

particle.

It is not difficult to express the variables <jf. »*$•

via the invariants»

where S(p*^z)m(k
A +

 k
x
\) *-CP-*J

One can introduce the variables analogeous -So variables

£xand X of the parton model in IMF ( &x is the

transverse momentum projection» X is the momentum portion
of one of the particles from the total system momentum)!

-••2, • «*•»

V = V ( /?JU t ̂  ) . Tbe connection between Rj, , <

and ^", К ie follows

In terms of these -variables a nonrelativistie W9 depends

on the following combination of £j . and X *

г

Thus, the relat iv ist ic WF depend* oa additional

argument having the form of the unit vector ft. « The f?

dependence on H. i s determined by dynamic a and describee

the properties of the bound system just as the dependence

on the relative momentum <£, . Xhe consideration of the

atiDipiest .models shows that typical parameter determining

the'depeniuence of the nuclear W?e on the variable И.£Г i s

the nucieonmass. The investigation of this dependenoe

being the quate new aspect of the problem of the nttolear

W7s i s of conside'rabie interest.



The diagram technique in ISchR is obtained at solving

the Schrodinger equation for the state vector in terms of

the "oblique
1
* time (along the direction of to ), The ISchR

dlagraas can be obtained from the Peynman ones by ordering

in a "tine" of the vertices by all possible ways* Assuming

the "time" axis is directed in a graph from left to right

and numbering the vertices from right to left one should

connect then by directed spurion line in the order of increa-

sing numbers (the larger number corresponds to the smaller

time moment). The particles lines should be oriented from

left to right* The four- momenta in the vertices Including

the spurion momentum, ;>ust as in WFs, are connected by the

conservation law» To each spurion line with four- momentum

4 0
 t one should set in correspondence the factor

1 / ЪЭС ( T
c
 - CO )

 t
 to each internal particle line with

four- momentum ^i one should associate the propagator

6(<*>ki)$( k? -IM*) (for the spinless particles). The

diagrams with the particles criation from the vacuum do not

contribute, just as in the old fashioned perturbation

theory in IMF, The rules of the diagram technique in ISchR

is states in Refs. £4, 3].

The vertex part /~* having the same diagram represen-

tation as WF (Fig.1) is connected with WF by the formula

Let us illustrate the ISchR diagram technique by the

example of the elastic ed- scattering. The part of diagrams

contributing in the ed- scattering amplitude is shown in

Fig. 2. The expression for the amplitude of the diagram 2a

has the form:

10



Л1 «

« 9

Integrating over d*Ci. ( U i , 2, J), over

and connecting Г with WF by as ens ef ea.(6), we come to

the expression:

* WCP'-i

(8)

where WFs Ч ^ and r^ depend on the four- momenta in

the vertices 1 and 4-.

From the expression (8) one can see that the amplitude

Al depends not only on the invariant £ = ( P-P*) , but

on the scalar products *•*>/» and «*>р*
 t
 At depending-

only on the ratio of there scalar products ^ s
l
**P'/

Ui
P .

The last assertion becomes to be evident if one note that

expression (8) is not changed at multiplying OJ by the

number*

The diagrams 2b and 2c are not expressed through

deuteron Ш, The reasons of appearing of suoh diagram one

11



can explains as follows. As it was mentioned the complete

description of the interacting deutercn and electron is

given by the state vectors of the continuous spectrun I

and ^out | , and ^j — matrix is dertermined by their scalar

product: ^у = / out I in^ • Diagrams just show what

virtual particles are contained in the state vectors \i&V

and /out I . In nonrelativistic theory in intermediate

states besides the projectile particle only the same par-

ticles are present which ars contained in the deuteron state

vector. They appeare due to the virtual deuteron decays.

Therefore in nonrelativistic theory the amplitudes always

are expressed through WFs. In relativistic theory, due to

possibility of the additional particles creation, the

situation is changed. Thus, in the diagram Fig. 2b in the

intermediate state between the "time moments" 3 end 2 the

A W pair is present, and there are no the vertex of the

deuteron decay in nucleons in Fig. 2b. In the diagram

Fig. 2c also the intermediate state containing only nuc-

leons from the initial deuteron and the electron is absent

(in state 3 - 2 the Y- quantum is present), and the ver-

tex 3 is not also expressed through WF). It is the presence

in the state vectors \ in^ and ^out \ of such

Feck components that comes to apjearence of the diagrams,

which are not expressed via WF.

•She method of suppression of the diagrams not express-

ed through WFs will consist in the following. As it has been

explained, the WFs depend on the hyper surface, on which

they are defined. The magnitudes of "undesirable" components

of the state vectors \ in^ (and ^outj ) and their contri-

bution in the processes amplitudes also depend on this

surfacfi» Below we investigate the dependence of thesa

12



amplitudes on the bypersurface (i.e., on the four- vector

CO ) and show how to find such values of <•*•>, at which

the contribution of the diagrams non-expressed through

WFs is minimal. In the example of <td- scattering considered

above it turned out to be possible to find such value of

ш
 , at which the contribution of the diagrams, non-expre-

ssed through WP, turns into zero. After fixing to ъу this

condition the ed- scattering amplitude (Eq.(8)) becomes

to be quite unambiguous.

with the Old

Theory

As it has been noted, the non-equal-time dynamical

scheme in IScbR retains the positive features of Feynman

diagram technique (the possibility to carry out the expli-

citly relativisticly invariant calculations in any reference

system) and the old fashioned perturbation theory (separa-

tion of particles from antiparticles and, consequently,

possibility to attach sense to conception of the composite

system and its description by means of TO?). In order to

explain the non-equal-time diagram technique in more detail

we shall show in expllcite form that calculation formalism

of ISchR is relativisticly invariant form of the old

fashioned perturbation theory in IMF.

Let us consider arbitrary intermediate state shown in

Pig. 3. The expression for the amplitude of diagram Pig.3

has the form:



TafciJag into account that «С / /

( i t followr Ггот equality ZLPj + tu*C = S k: ) and integra-

ting over ofk0s we obtain»

(10)

For transformation Eq. (10) into tne form of the old

fashioned perturbation theory in ШР we introduce the

following variables:

*J*"*Pj/««f-Pi)

Hote that а£У/ =2LXj = 1 and four- vectors К satisfy

to the condition ^/ <*> = ? : • U) = 0 . Introducing

the projections: R = ( Ro» ^x » ^n 5» "bere Rx1*** °t

КII Я t o , and taking into account the equality: R = - Rx ,

we obtain that in terms of variables *j , Kj the deno-

minator in Eq.(10) aquares the form:

which coincides with the form which i s given by Weinberg's

rules £ б 1 . The expression «f Kj / * £ j in terms of these

variables turns into d "S^J i^^J , *be integrals over

having the limits from 0 to '•• The expression («ДА>

<J С «/J,- - S. kj + соГ)</т turns

14



* jJYxjf. -i) • By exactly the sane way one can

transform the expression for any intermediate state. In this

way we obtain the same expression for amplitude as in the

old fashioned perturbation theory in IK?» She vectors R^

play, the role of the momenta transverse to the motion

direction of IMF. The variables X ,4. play. the role of

the portions of the particles momenta from the Infinite mo-

mentum (divided by the sum of the initial particles momenta

portions).

From Eq. (12) one can see that amplitudes in ISchR

depend on four- vector &*-> by means of the ratios of the

scalar products of **J with the particles four- momenta

(variables £j ) . In the end it is connected with the

invariance of theory under the replacement: ou-» ьо%
 s j l w ,

Note that the number of independent variables is equal to 2

(there are three independent scalar products of <-*•> with

four— momenta and, consequently, two independent ratios of

these scalar products). In the case of two-body reaction

1 + 2 —*. 3 + Ц- it is convenient to introduce the following

variables (besides & and £ )i

C13)

where P, k and pV, fc' are four- momenta of initial and

final particles ( P*"= P1*" = M* , ^ ' e ifc»*'»^* ) .

Due to equations %£ + f-i. - 1, ^5 + У^ ~ »̂ *bere

are two independent variables. We choose %л and J ^ .

So, fox two-body amplitude corresponding to ISchR diagram

we obtain: M - M ( S * t , ^ , У 3 ) . In the

15



frajaewTirk of the perturbation theory the sun of the ampli-

tudes for all ISchH diagrams obtained from given Feynman

diagram by all possible tine ordering coincides with the

Feynnmn amplitude and does not depend on Ц
t
 , $f $ . The

problem of finding of the hypersurface on which the Fock

components of the state vectors | in ̂  , <̂  out I not

expressed through the deuteron W? give the m-in-ima;! contri-

bution in amplitude is reduced now to finding such values of

variables V
f ?
 %.

 3
 at which the relative contribution of the

diagrams not expressed through W? is minimal.

In conclusion of the present Section let as find the

physical regions in which the variables connected with CO

change at fixed «Г and t- and at arbitrary change

of со «At first we shall find kinematical region of

variable £ = «-о/»'/4*»/0 . In particular, the eoV

scattering amplitude (see Eg.(8)) depend on this variable.

In reference frame, where P = 0» we have У ^(S.CP ) —

-P'co4&)//4 ( в is the angle between <%>

and P~' ), and $ is changed in the limits /_

where У+ =» (tip^-f^y/M . In arbitrary frame we obtains

±

The region of changing of variables £f* t

(see Eq.(-13)) is found analogously. In the case of elastic

scattering it is the ellipsis in the plane ( у
л
 , ̂

3
 )•

The coordinates of the elipsis center are ( j^ , jf
2
 ) я

s (£*/tfT , £*1$Т) $ half-axis is situated at the line
P* ©"

у s Ĵ
4
 and equals to OL = \/al ̂pr Co*^- .

The second half-axis equals to: £ я vfaI.£L j^n. %

( С* Р* a r e
 *

n e
 energy and momentum of the particle of

-mass M in с .m. -system) „ This region is shown in Eig. 4

16



ft. The Singularities of Amplitudes

In order to find the values of the invariant variables

Vj at which the contribution of diagrams not expressed

through WF is п1л1диТ it will be necessary for as to know

the sltaatioa of singularities of the ISchH amplitudes. The

method o:f finding the singularities we explain ±a example of

the simplest diagrams shown in Fig. 5. By the Internal wavy

line the exchange by the meson of the aass ^M is shown.

The expression for the amplitude of the diagram Fig.5a

integrated over «/€*:. and over < ^ e has the fora:

(15)

The problem of finding the singularities of the function

y.) differs from t£e case of Feynman diagram by that

the integration momentum Л is on the mass shell and the

Integration region is limited by & - function ©<iw<P-P-f.j)

(at ou (P-P'-f.) >o we have 9CUJCP-9-))^^ and do not

obtain additional restrictions/. The latter restriction

results in appearing the singularities corresponding to

approach, of the integrand singularity to the bound of the

region of variable f~ .

If we did not take into account the restrictions mention-

ed, then according to usual method of finding of the Fejnman

amplitude singularities (see paper by Landau £7J ) these

singularities would be determined from condition of the

extremum of the following function: V ^ e Л.
л
(ин

г
'-(р-р.)

г
)+

+ d-%. (/**"-(P-P*-f.)) • Taking into account of these const-

17



rainta results in the problem of the conditional extremum.

This problem can be solved by introducing in *P^ the

corresponding terms with the Lagrange multipliers. Thus, we

come to the problem of finding the extremum of the following

functions

as function of the variables J-j_
t
 °^г » Y-i. > У вид. у,

where Y* and ^ are the Lagrange multipliers. It is

necessary also to find the extremums of the functions

obtained from V
3
 by equaling to zero in terns all the

coefficients except Yi. •

The case Yi. - ° returns us to expression for *f

considered at finding the singularities of tte Feynman

triangle diagram. This singularities is situated at the

points:

The situation of the singularity (18) was found in appro-

ximation l£l *l« - г у и |
 <

< 1 Л Л
 ( M is mass of the

particle with four- momentum p ).

In the case у £ 0, ct«= 0 by differentiating Vй*
•я.

over <jL t oL^ t Y* *
 a n d

 »4 we obtain the equation:

aCP-*) -*fc £ -*V.«»ae (19)

at the conditions

18



Hultiplying Eq.(19) in turn by ^- , p. and *o and

equaling to zero the determine? of the equations syate*

obtained we come to the quadratic equation concerning 4- =

= cup'/top .Th i s equation gives the situation of the

singularities at the points:

</- л. + kJET.
JF - *. - * ' и* (20)

Thus, besides the singularities of Feynman diagram the

amplitude of diagram Fig* 5a has the singularities in variable

Analogously one can find the singularities of the diag-

rams Pig. 5b and 5c. The amplitude of diagram 5b has the

singularity in ̂ - , determined by Eq.(20). It also has the

singularities in '- . These singularities depend on the value

of <f and is situated at the pointst

t s m * + *Z%L241*. (22)

The amplitude of diagram 5c has the singularities deter-

mined by Eqs.(18), (20), (21) and (22).

Note that sum of diagrams Fig. 5a,b and с results in

the Feynman amplitude. Therefore the <£• - singularities and.

£ - singularities depending on 4. can not be present in

the only ISchR amplitude, since in sum of the ISchE diagrams

resulting in Feynman diagram these singularities oust be

cancel.

19



the Values
of Addition** 1 Variables Чп Amplitudes

The problem of finding the values of additional variab-

les in the scattering amplitudes we shall consider in example

of the double-scattering diagrams Fig.6.

The amplitude of the diagram Pig,6a has the form:

•*.ЗГ 1^4 J
J 1 -

where V ^ and V'i, depend on the momenta in the vert ices

1 and И-.

Going over to the variables R± = <L, -—— p»
'*• U)JB '

where Mix * лг: are the orthogonal to Co projectios

of the space parts of the four- momenta Q±- P— ф^СР+к) ,

ty
x
= P

1
— %-atP+k) ; У^ and ^, are defined by Eqs.(13)»

The amplitude of the diagram Fig.6b (and the amplitudes

of other analogous diagrams) are not expressed through WF,

since the vertex 3 in Fig.6b is not connected with WP.

Let us choose the variables «£ . and ^, so as to

20



suppress the contribution of the diagrams of the Pig.6b type.

For this purpose we note that the amplitude of the diagram

Fig.6b contains the product of the following 0 - functions:

9 ( w C ^ - P ^ e ^ C k + p - ^ - ^ ) ) © ^ ^ ) © ^ ^ ) correspond-

ing to the Tines 4?, 42, 32 and 41. Introdicing the variables

> a n d #* . w e o b 1 ; 8 i j a

).Therefore the amplitude of the diagram Fig.6b

can be represented in the form:

$g • (25)

Taking into account the diagram resulted from Fig.6a by

changing the order of the vertices 1 and 2 results in the

integral with the limits from jf to 1.

If the function Fg in the formula (25) does not tend

to infinity at Z* , y^ — 1, then at y t * 1 the amplitude

Ml decreases. However, as the examples show, the function

f\g as a function of 2* can have the singularities, which

tend to 1 at У̂ ."*" 1* But» as the further investigation

shows, these singularities are found to be weak and do not

prevent the amplitude from decreasing at ^ - 4 -•" 1. To find

the character of the function F"g singularities we use the

formula by Landau Г7") :

where У i s value near the singularity of denominator of the

integrand determining Fg , **• i s the number of integra-

tions, П* i s degree in which *f i s contained in deno-

minator. There are three intermediate states in diagram Fig.6b

for Mg , therefore after using the Feynman parametrization

we obtain ft. = 5» There are two integration contours over

</ фъг. and integration over the parameters «Li ( L 8

s 1, 2j ^) in the amplitude. Taking into account the condi-
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tian S.^; = 1 and that Fg contains by cue integration

lesser than M& we obtain *v» = 7. it gives the square

root singularity. Taking into account the singularities

connected with © - function and consideration of examples

of more complicated diagrams do not result in the pole or

more strong singularities.

In this way, to suppress the diagram of type 6b it Is

necessary to choose the variables Jf* and jf-$ to be more

close to 1. The point which is closest to 1 in the physical

region of variables f
%
 , У-& (see Fi^.4) is the point

. where

p*t**>-z:')/f& (26)

p * are the deuteron energy and momentum in c.m,-

-system, б is the scattering angle. The condition

I ̂ -^
5
 — •i \ ̂ <1 at which the amplitude 6b is suppressed

is valid at high energy and at small scattering angle.

The physical reason of suppression of diagram Pig.6b is

decrease the phase volume in which the intermediate particles

can be. In any vertex of diagram 6b the "reaction" admissible

by the four- momentum conservation law (with the spurion

four- momentum) takes place. Since the direction of the

spurion momentum is not changed, this puts the restrictions

on the particles momenta, at which such reactions are admi-

ssible Unematically. The condition | ¥ ^ & - 4-1 « 1

means the choice of such direction of со , at which the

kinematically admissible region is minimnl.

Keeping in mind that the denominators, corresponding

to the intermediate states» contain in terms of variables

^1 , X the expressions £ ( Й^ £•*-•*•*•)/tfj. * one can

say that at the conditions \ y 4 . - -i j « 1 the intermediate
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states of diagrames not expressed through ITPs are most fair

from the physical region. And on the contrary, the intense»

diate states of the diagrams expressed through WP are most

close to the physical region.

It seeas on the first glance that the ambiquitiee

connected with the diagrams of the type 6b disappear comple-

tely if one chooses the variables yx , f, equaled to 1.

Indeed, the amplitude Mi (see (25)) at ^ = J£ s 1 turns

into zero. But at approaching yt and ^ 3 to value 1, which

is beyond the bound of the physical region Fig.4, the singu-

larities of the integrand in (25) move, cross the real axis,

hook the integration contours and transfer them in the

complex region. The extrapolation in the complex region of

the underintegral functions in Eq»(24) is rather ambiguous.

The recipe of findind the *j i variables values it is

eaay formulates for the general diagram* Let us notice that

the reason of the diagram 6b suppression at ^ closed to 1

( у
 t
« *- }+ *< d ) lies in the fact that this diagram

contains in the vertex 4 only outgoing internal lines* Since

the sum of corresponding to these lines variables Ъ t

( 3
t
> O ) equals to <f

x
 , then at Уз_-** О the integra-

tion region over the variables % £ tends to zero, bet us

consider the arbitrary diagram which contains the external

line incoming in a vertex and the internal lines only

outgoing from this vertex. Similary one can consider the

diagrams with the external line out going from a vertex which

contains only incoming internal lines» Namely the diagrames

with such vertices are expressed through VB, To enhance

such diagrams one should choose the variable ^; , corres-

ponding to these external lines to be nwrtmni in the physical

& *he contrary, to suppress the diagrams with the
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vertices of auch type (e.g., vertex 1 in diagram Fig.5c) one

should choose tlie corresponding variaD3.es j*. to be minim»!.

5ote that these results apparently one can also obtain

by direct calculation of the amplitudes asymptoticз in region

«here minimal end maximal -values of variables и tend

to 0 or 1.

For illustration we shall return to the expression (8)

for ed~ scattering amplitude. The external line relative to

the triangle diagrem Fig.2 i s tha photon line. To suppress

the- diagrams of type 2b one should choose the variable 4. -

= u>tp./wcp + k) (where f. -p-fi1
 ^UJZ^-*^ ^ i s t h e

photon four— momentum) equaled to zero. I t results in the

condition ш(р-р*) = 0, or Jf a ^ p' / top = 1 , Since

£. = С р - р М г < О , tae condition и. = Л i s valid in

the physical region of variable U , and the diagram 2b

docs not contribute. One can show that at 4. = 1 the diagram

2c also turns in zero. The expression (3) for the only

diagram not equaled to zero at и. а 1 obtains the form:

where the form-factor of the scalar deateron r (t)

terms of variables Ri.r X has the form:

& ' ( 2 7 )

The expression (27) coincides with the formula for

formfactor obtained by means of Weinberg's rules in Hi?,

moving in the direction which i s orthogonal to the space part

of the momentum transfer (see., e.g., Ref. £в1 ) . Note that

i f the non-nucleon components of the Fock column are essen-

t ial (for instance, ДД in deuteron), they give the

additional contribution in form-factor, which i s not elimi-

nated by choice of W ,
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6. C o n c l u s i o n

The recipes forulated above allow to express unambiguous-

ly the processes amplitudes through 4Fs. This was achieved

due to that after transition on the l ight front the diagrams

describing the particles production forom vacuum turned into

зего, and after suitable choice of the light front surface

position the diagrams not expressed through WFs becomed mi-

nimal. In the framework of the old fashioned perturbation

theory in Illfc" such diagrams are TH-JTH«VQ at the infinite mo-

mentum direction along vector **J . The со direction

relative to the particles momenta i s easy determined

by found values of variables ^ .

By that way, the formalism developed allows, after

including spin, to approach consistently the theoretical

description of the relativist ic nuclear reactions at high

momentum transfer and study of the high momentum components

of the nuclear WFs.

One of the primary tasks at present I s •cue solution of

the mechaaisa identification problem of the reactions at high

momentum transfer. I t requires the indication the distinctive

"marks" of one or another mechanism, which allow to identify

this mechanism surely. This in i t ' s turn would allow to

obtain from experimental data the information about relati-

v ist ic WFs, and, especially, about the character of their

dependence on the variable Л. . Modern states of the mecha-

nism determination problem of a number of reactions at high

momentum transfer has been desoussed in the review [ 9j .

Also i t seems important to investigate the general proper-

t i e s of the WFs dependence on their argumets in relativist ic

region, the asymptotical behaviour of WFs.
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A p p e n d i x
Parametrizatioa of Amplitudes off Energy Shell

Let us consider the parametrlzation of two-body ampli-

tude off energy shell, shown In Fig.7. Let at f i rst *C- = С

Then the amplitude, as any five-point function, depends on

five invariant variables. Adding one external spur ion line

with four— momentum <*JTX results in ar.,3ing only one addi-

tional variable, since the spurion four- momenta are "pa-

rallel". By that way, two-body reaction amplitude off

energy shell besides S=(k*P)L and t = (P-p')^

depends an four additional variables, which we choose as

follows:

J* Sx=(P'+ujZ:t)
7'l ^^(р'+соГгГ

- (28)
* 1

Arbitrary П. - point amplitude also depends on four addi-

tional variables. Note, that, in principle, there are ampli-

tudes with the arbitrary number of external spurion l ines

in this formalism, adding each spurion l ine, begining from

the second, resulting in the appiarence of one additional

variable.

Let us consider now the parametrization of the particle

fora-factor off the energy snel l . Such form-factor, for

instance, comes into the ed- scattering amplitude (diagram

Fig.kO. The off shell amplitude of the electron scattering

on a particle i s shown in Fig. 8a. The expression for ampli-

tude (integrated over «^^\$ ) has the form:
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where в = к - £ ' .

Since the four- aoaeata jf and к* сове into one

photon ezchange amplitude (29) in the fore of difference

К - к' t this amplitude depends on variables t = (k-k')

and S^ , <f<L i « j , bat i t does not depend on S and S^ .

Let as consider this ea^livude under condition «*J* = O»

This condition i s used in calculation of the deuteron fora-

factor (see Sect.5). i t сол = 0 the amplitude M obtains

the fora: ^\ J

pr - f '*« F (X ) C 3 0 )

where
 r

 "JixSO^CC^-io) *
 <

'
/
'

The condition cu<x. = О is equivalent to one $ = S. >

and, consequently, the form-factor г depends besides ^

on two variables J< and S^ (see Eqs.(28)):/
r
= f(£,S±tS^

and can be represented in Pig. 8b with the virtual proton.

As the last example we consider the structure function

of the deep inelastic e/f - scattering off energy shell.

This function is connected with off energy shell e^-»ej(

amplitude squared and summarized over all final states of X •

It appeares in calculations of deep inelastic ed- scattering

in inpules approximation (see Fig. 9a). Keeping in mind that

at calculation of diagram Fig. 9a the condition <*-» 4 = О

is used, we represented the amplitude in Fig. 9b, analogous-

ly to the case of fore-factor, with the virtual photon witti

four- momentum Q , not "enmeshed" by the spurion line. One

can easy see that this structure function besides the argu-

ments ^ and P Q (coming in the structure function on the
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energy shell in the sealing region in the form of ratio

X » - --• •' ' > depends on the variable J* = (P-t- cot)

(since there are no any other independent scalar products).

Therefore, in general, it does not coincide with the

structure function, measured in experiments on nucleons.

these conclusions remains valid and for calculations in the

framework of the old fashioned perturbation theory in IMP.

The character of the off energy shell form-factor and

amplitude dependence on the additional variables is deter-

mined b/ dynamics.
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